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Abstract 
This research purpose is to design a wind Farm for Arwad Island to stand a necessity for electricity energy, and we 
are set to perform a complete study for the situation of the Island (climatic – geographic – population) and its 
electricity requirement. And as we see in consequence we suggest seven choices for this design in addition to 
offshore choice, when we can, to stand clear of negative facets and positive aspects for every choice to determine 
what seems to be the best. After we go into a feasibility study to pick a product hour kilo watt price for best option. 
Toward the end we study probability of producing electricity from solar energy (pv system) to confuted disability 
economy this choice for many reasons. Finally to perform between production electricity classic ways, wind energy 
and solar energy photovoltaic.  
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Introduction 
          Wind energy is becoming one of the most common and preferred renewable energy sources. It is a 
very perspective method of energy generation. All around the world new wind power supplies are being 
built, more powerful wind turbines are being developed, and a large number of wind turbines are being 
erected in wind farms for more energy production. 
Generally, wind is a phenomenon that is present everywhere. However, there are regions where wind 
potential is especially high, as for example the seashore. As known, the wind on the sea is stronger than 
on the land. This is due to the fact that the water creates less friction to the air masses flowing over the 
sea-surface than the land. Sometimes the wind over a large water area is twice as strong as the wind at the 
same time on the nearest coast. 
1. Wind farms: 
          To select the set for a wind farm, there are several factors that should be considered:  
1. The site should be picked for recurring high winds speed rates fit for wind turbines.  
2. The site must be in an open area not surrounded by high barriers to avoid dispersing the movement of 
wind.  
3. The site must be close to electric grid lines in case of generated electricity but in isolated areas the 
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station should be near loads.  
4. The land price must be reasonable so not t
5. The site must be as close as possible to fac
These are most important steps to be identifie
other factors to be considered: the distance be
as well as, the minimum distance between ea
shown in fig (1a), fig (1b). 
                                     Fig (1a)                                        
The stream passing through the wind turbine
a gyratory hurricane-shape stream is genera
fading effect[2], therefore a certain distance b
Fig (2a)                          
                                                                        
1.1. Necessary steps to design a wind farm:
1 - A site map defined geographically (latitud
2 - Complete and accurate information about
year, times close, with feedback from a mete
two years, at worst,  to boost the accuracy of 
(drawing and wind rose) to determine the bes
3 - Accurate and thorough study of natural ob
facilities), expansion and area they occupy an
4 - Determine the number, type and locations
then determining the approximate amount of 
relative to each turbine, so as to escape wake
region available.  
o affect negatively project economics.  
ilities so as to be serviced easily
d for the project to be successful. Down the line too are 
tween turbines should not be less than 3D in the same ro
ch row must be not less than 5D to avoid wake effects as
                                                       Fig (1b) 
loses large part of its energy. As the blades and rotor rot
ted behind turbine that needs a considerable distance u
etween turbines must be regarded (fig 2a, 2b).
                                                          Fig (2b) 
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In recent years trend has been seen more toward setting up offshore wind farms. Reasons why of course 
were many.
1.2. Offshore Wind farm: 
                  Reasons for going offshore: 
  One main reason probably for transfer of development of offshore wind farms is the lack of proper 
sites on the land. This is the case in densely populated countries such as Denmark or the Netherlands.
Other reasons [6]: 
• higher wind speed  
• more stable winds  
• Huge Offshore Wind Resources 
• Low Surface Roughness 
• Lower Turbulence 
 There are several ways to install turbines in sea, but each method has its own advantages that are unique. 
The main reason for the diversity of these ways is twofold: 
  Depths 
  economic cost 
2. Arwad Island:
2.1. Geographic Location:
           Arwad is located south-west of Tartous city away, 2 km offshore. It is a rocky island with an 
average length of 800 m, and an average width of 500 m. The only populated island of  Syria and the 
largest rock-strewn off-coast, Arwad is located amongst  small Captive Islands,  Mushar Abu Ali,  Cone
Island, Ants Island. It is located on longitude 35 east of Greenwich and latitude 34 north of the equator.
Its area is about 20 hectares, 13.5 of which are populated area.  
The general water level is six meters with rock edges where the sea erosion factors undo its part, that
earning it, however, some glamour. The harbor is on the northeast part. There seems to be on the north
west a rock, small, blunt and open, in the sea, quoted among folks of the island as "baby girl of Arwad," 
which was one day attached to landscape of the island, but later detached as of erosion, where currents are 
seen covering the piece when sea rises.  
2.2. Natural and climatic conditions:
 Mild weather, humidity is very high, mostly the wind is south-westerly, normal rainy weather 
amount for more than ninety days and average rainfall is about 700 mm. 
  The population of the island is 19,100 people, but those actually living do not exceed half the 
number. Increase in population is 300 each year. 
 Wind farm design needs certain amount of information about the site, which are basically 
topographic, climatic and supply-bound. We used Wasp8 program of Riso Danish Institute 
(2008 version) to design plus several other programs, global mapper, Google Earth 
windographer, AutoCAD 8. 
2.3. Analysis of meteorological station data: 
             Depending on the collected data taken from the location and using Wasp8 program, the following 
has been identified: 
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 The site of meteorological station: F
      Metric coordinates: 763,869.5 lo
      Geographical coordinates: 35.77
Analysis taken of meteorological data from th
Fig (4a) Wind frequency judging of d
Fig (4c) Pr
                                           Fig (5a) Wind Rose               
Arwad Island 
ig (3)
ngitudes, 0.3862367 latitude.  
96 ° longitude, 34.9081 ° latitude. 
Fig (3) 
e station renders the following. Fig (4a,b,c), fig (5a,b). 
irection             Fig (4b) Average of wind Power Density
obability Distribution Function 
        Fig (5b) Average daily energy produced for the wind speed 
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Design stuy of Arwad island wind farm unrav
3. Design choices for Arwad Island win
3.1. First choice:
 Installation of six small turbines( type B
observe wind direction, and empty plac
Fig (6a)               
Production of wind farm: Table (1) 
Total 
5.929 Net AEP [GWh] 
6.245 Gross AEP [GWh] 
5.06 Wake loss [%] 
Site results: Table (2) 
Site Turbine H [m] 
Turbine site 1 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
Turbine site 2 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
Turbine site3 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
Turbine site 4 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
Turbine site 5 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
Turbine site 6 Bonus 450 kW MkIII 35 
We note from table (2) a clear wake effect in
current. Distances between them are less than
in costs. 
els several options (7)  
d farm:
onus 450 kw) orderly as shown. Chosen sites had to 
es on the island and distance between turbines (fig 6a) 
            
                                                Fig (6b) 
. Max Min Mean 
1.035 0.932 0.988 
1.042 1.039 1.041 
---
Table (1) 
A [m/s] K U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss
6.9 1.57 6.18 368 1.035 0.65
6.9 1.57 6.18 368 0.951 8.7 
6.9 1.57 6.18 368 0.932 10.53
6.9 1.57 6.18 367 0.958 7.97
6.9 1.57 6.18 367 1.022 1.7 
6.9 1.57 6.18 367 1.031 0.81
Table (2) 
 turbines (2-3-4) because they are being in one row with
 5D, and to this effect losses are seen along with an incr
[%]
 the 
ease 
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The total energy produced: Table (3) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 1041.558 1034.667 
Turbine site 2 (761167.8,3861022.0) 1041.412 950.901 
Turbine site 3 (761120.1,3860893.0) 1041.925 932.260 
Turbine site 4 (761176.5,3860737.0) 1040.996 957.992 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0) 1040.062 1022.336 
Turbine site 6 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1039.470 1031.098 
All Sectors: _ 6245.423 5929.254 
Table (3) 
Table 3 shows the difference between production of individual turbine and produced that of  a wind farm, 
which is majorly attributed to the wake effect. To this effect turbines could be distanced from each other 
but with this number sighted against available space the island is short of distancing.  
3.2. The second choice:
    Installation of five turbines each with a small capacity type (Vestas V39, 500 kW), yet taking into  
account removal of turbine 3 which has been most affected by wake as fig (6b). 
Production of wind farm: Table (4) 
. Max Min Mean Total 
1.172 1.051 1.128 5.639 Net AEP [GWh] 
1.176 1.174 1.175 5.875 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---4.01 Wake loss [%] 
Table (4) 
Site results: Table (5) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 1 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.35 392 1.172 0.28 
Turbine site 2 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.35 391 1.101 6.4 
Turbine site 4 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.35 391 1.051 10.53 
Turbine site 5 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.34 391 1.151 1.95 
Turbine site 6 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.34 390 1.163 0.89 
Table (5) 
We note from table (5) a wake effect in turbines (2-4), ) because again they are being in one row with the 
flow, and distances between them are less than 5D which is causing loss in energy and increase in costs. 
The total energy produced: Table (6) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 1175.714 1172.445 
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Turbine site 2 (761162.4,3860933.0) 1176.253 1100.944 
Turbine site 4 (761176.5,3860737.0) 1175.273 1051.471 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0) 1174.327 1151.460 
Turbine site 3 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1173.650 1163.148 
All Sectors: - 5875.217 5639.468 
Table (6) 
From table (6) we could cite the difference between production of individual turbines and its capacity in a 
farm, which is attributed the Wake Effect. We will look for a resolution to the problem in the third choice. 
3.3. Third choice: 
Install five different types of turbines and productivity appears in the following report. 
Production of wind farm: Table (7) 
Max Min Mean Total 
2.058 0.577 1.430 6.706 Net AEP [GWh] 
2.354 0.580 1.508 6.979 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---3.91 Wake loss [%] 
Table (7) 
Site results Table (8) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%] 
Turbine site 1 Vestas V29 (225 kW) 32.5 6.8 1.56 6.10 356 0.577 0.46 
Turbine site 2 Vestas V39 (600 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.35 392 1.214 4.03 
Turbine site 4 Bonus 1 MW 50 7.4 1.62 6.59 429 2.341 7.36 
Turbine site 5 Bonus 600 kW Mk IIIC 40 7.1 1.59 6.33 389 1.411 1.53 
Turbine site 6 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.34 390 1.160 1.12 
Table (8) 
Table (8) shows installation of different turbines and arrangement in 1-2-4 in single line to the direction 
of flow from the smallest to the largest, with a wake effect still high, but less than the previous case 
Explanation follows. 
The total energy produced: Table (9) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 580.115 578.205
Turbine site 2 (761162.4,3860933.0) 1265.432 1214.404 
Turbine site 4 (761176.5,3860737.0) 2526.787 2340.715 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0 1432.946 1412.084 
Turbine site 3 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1173.650 1160.707 
All Sectors:  6978.931 6706.116 
Table (9) 
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Fig (7) 
We note that the wake effect is still significant despite the differences in height of each of turbine and the 
different radius sighted. Our explanation is figured in 7: 
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Where: 0U : is the speed stable an unconfused within the Turbine 0. 
             0D : Turbine radius. 
             tC :  thrust factor. 
             01X : Horizontal distance between two turbines. 
            K  : Coefficient of wake. 
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             tF   : thrust force  
With this discussion better is to remove Turbine 4, in third choice to the sea in western north direction 
(depending on wind direction) due to the lack of space on land to avoid wake effect and take advantage of  
lost energy. Due results are as follows: 
Production of wind farm: Table (10) 
Max Min Mean Total 
1.418 0.579 1.095 4.379 Net AEP [GWh] 
1.433 0.580 1.113 4.452 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---1.63 Wake loss [%] 
Table (10)  
Site results Table (11) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] K U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 1 Vestas V29 (225 kW) 32.5 6.8 1.56 6.10 356 0.579 0.27 
Turbine site 2 Vestas V39 (600 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.35 392 1.217 3.86 
Turbine site 5 Bonus 600 kW Mk IIIC 40 7.1 1.59 6.33 389 1.418 1.03 
Turbine site 6 Vestas V39 (500 kW) 40.5 7.1 1.59 6.34 390 1.166 0.66 
Table (11)
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Table (11) shows how low impact of wake and energy losses decrease. 
The total energy produced: Table (12) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 580.115 578.573
Turbine site 2 (761162.4,3860933.0) 1265.432 1216.601 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0 1432.946 1418.250 
Turbine site 3 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1173.650 1165.947 
All Sectors:  4452.143 4379.370 
Table (12)  
Single offshore turbine produced: Table (13) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 4 Bonus 1 MW 50 6.59 1.62 6.59 429 2.527 0.0 
Table (13) 
Annual farm production: E = 4379.37 +2527 = 6906.37MWh/year 
When we compare with the previous situation, of farm, we find that the difference is: 
6906.37-6706.116 = 200.245MWh / year  
We note from the previous result that we are saving energy equal to= 200.245MWh / year, which renders 
the process cost effective. 
3.4.  Fourth choice:
Installation of 4 turbines after excluding the most affected turbine by wake in the third choice 
and replacing the rest turbines with a new type (Vestas V47 660 kW) to meet the needs of island. 
             
Production of wind farm: Table (14) 
Max Min Mean Total 
1.745 1.661 1.711 6.842 Net AEP [GWh] 
1.750 1.747 1.748 6.994 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---2.17 Wake loss [%] 
Table (14) 
Site results: Table (15) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%] 
Turbine site 1 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.47 410 1.745 0.25
Turbine site 2 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.47 410 1.661 5.04
Turbine site 5 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.46 409 1.705 2.43
Turbine site 6 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.46 409 1.730 0.97
Table (15) 
By comparing the results under the fourth choice with that of the third choice we note down the low 
impact the wake as a result of detached turbine position and reduction of their numbers. 
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The total energy produced: Table (16) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 1749.400 1745.328 
Turbine site 2 (761148.6,3860817.0) 1749.642 1661.153 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0) 1747.897 1705.458 
Turbine site 6 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1746.962 1730.099 
All Sectors:  6993.901 6842.038 
Table (16) 
Table (16) shows the difference between production of individual turbine and that within a wind farm 
owing to wake effect. By analysing the results, we find that losses are still great so we slide the turbine 
that seems to be exposed to wake to the north-west so that we avoid to that wake:  
Production of new wind farm: Table (17) 
Max Min Mean Total 
1.748 1.710 1.730 5.190 Net AEP [GWh] 
1.750 1.747 1.748 5.245 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---1.03 Wake loss [%] 
Table (17) 
Site results Table (18) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 1 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.47 410 1.748 0.12 
Turbine site 5 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.46 409 1.710 2.15 
Turbine site 6 Vestas V47 (660 kW) 45 7.2 1.60 6.46 409 1.732 0.83 
Table (18)
The total energy produced: Table (19) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 1749.642 1747.602 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0) 1747.897 1710.319 
Turbine site 6 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1746.962 1732.500 
All Sectors:  5244.500 5190.420 
Table (19) 
Single sea turbine produced Table (20) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%] 
Turbine site 2 Vestas V47 (660 kW 45 6.47 410 1.749 0.0 
Table (20) 
Annual farm production: E = 5190.420 + 1749 = 6939.425 MWh/year 
When we compare it up to the previous situation of farm, we find that the difference in energy produced 
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is: 6939.425 - 6842.038 = 97.387MWh / year  
3.5. Fifth choice:
Installation of three turbines, their types are Nordex N50 (800 kW), and removal of the more 
vulnerable turbine (2) in the fourth option. 
Production of wind farm: Table (21) 
Max Min Mean Total 
1.996 1.939 1.970 5.909 Net AEP [GWh] 
1.999 1.996 1.997 5.992 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---1.39 Wake loss [%] 
Table (21) 
Site results: Table (22) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 1 Nordex N50 (800 kW) 50 7.4 1.62 6.59 429 1.996 0.17 
Turbine site 5 Nordex N50 (800 kW) 50 7.4 1.62 6.58 428 1.939 2.9 
Turbine site 6 Nordex N50 (800 kW) 50 7.4 1.62 6.58 427 1.974 1.1 
Table (22) 
We note from table (23) loss in energy due to an increase in distances between the turbines. 
The total energy produced: Table (23) 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 1999.016 1995.696 
Turbine site 5 (761340.8,3860570.0) 1997.017 1939.009 
Turbine site 6 (761618.6,3860647.0) 1995.958 1973.953 
All Sectors:  5991.991 5908.657 
Table (23) 
In table (23) there is a convergence between production of individual turbines and that within a farm due 
to the low negative impact of wake. 
3.6. Sixth choice: 
Installing two turbines, type Bonus (1.3 MW) in the same way noted above that the weakest 
turbine No (5), which has largest loss, is excluded.
                       
Production of wind farm: Table (24) 
Max Min Mean Total 
3.491 3.486 3.489 6.977 Net AEP [GWh] 
3.495 3.491 3.493 6.986 Gross AEP [GWh] 
---0.13 Wake loss [%] 
Table (24) 
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Site results Table (25): 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] k U [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%]
Turbine site 1 Bonus 1.3 MW 60 7.7 1.64 6.85 472 3.491 0.11 
Turbine site 6 Bonus 1.3 MW 60 7.7 1.64 6.85 471 3.486 0.15 
Table (25) 
Table (24) shows low wake effect as a result of distancing turbines away from each other and thus not 
engulfing them against the same flow.  
The total energy produced Table (26): 
Turbine Location [m] MWh (free) MWh (park) 
Turbine site 1 (761228.8,3861116.0) 3495.397 3491.400 
Turbine site 6 (761618.6,3860647.0) 3490.697 3485.633 
All Sectors:  6986.095 6977.032 
Table (26) 
Evidently table (26) shows that production of individual wind turbines is nearly equal to it in the farm, 
this resulting from flows wading little if not complete.  
3.7. last choice: installing one turbine :
The aftermath of a detailed study of the island came a choice: we found that the most appropriate 
place for installation of turbine is a rocky island, the rocky island belonging to Arwad, called "the 
baby girl of Arwad," after studying prevailing winds and it the effect of having no obsolete structures 
as such (buildings or other amenities). Selected turbine was Vestas V80 (2.0 MW) apt to meet the 
needs of the island. 
Production of wind turbine installed Table (27) 
Site Turbine H [m] A [m/s] P [W/m²] Net AEP [GWh] Wake loss [%] 
Turbine site 1 Vestas V80 (2.0 MW 67 7.01 499 5.708 0.0 
Table (27) 
Conclusions we reached  
  Of the seven possibilities furnished we certainly see that 
 the small wind turbines are more suitable under available speed of wind to be then set on the 
island, but due to the fact that the island is small enough a noted increase in losses by wake 
effect is concordant with increase in the number of turbines. 
  The study showed that if we use larger wind turbines (and in less number) the amount of loss   
of energy is reduced but requires higher wind speeds. 
We can apply all odds in the sea (offshore wind turbine) and take advantage of additional features offered 
taking account of the vast areas prevalent in the sea. We too have to reduce the wake effect resulting from 
near turbine positions as well as see the benefits of not observing elevations and other natural barriers 
which hinder speed and energy produced, and enjoy water levels nearby, which do not exceed 12 m and a 
solid rock layer which is valid enough for the turbine. 
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PVη    : 
Module yield
PVA    : Module area 
solaeH  : Solar radiation. 
The real energy given in an equation: 
idealreal EPRE ∗=
PR: performance ratio ≈ 0.75%. 
5.1. Application on Arwad island : 
      Solar radiation available on the island, according to NASA Surface meteorology and W10 Solar 
Energy: Latitude 34.856 / Longitude 35.858 were chosen [11].  
Parameters for Tilted Solar Panels Table (28):  
Monthly Averaged Radiation Incident On An Equator-Pointed Tilted Surface (kWh/m2/day)
Lat 34.856  
Lon 35.858 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Annual
Average
SSE HRZ 2.76 3.68 5.03 6.37 7.62 8.31 8.08 7.37 6.32 4.65 3.24 2.49 5.50 
K 0.52 0.55 0.59 0.63 0.68 0.72 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.64 0.58 0.52 0.63 
Diffuse 0.92 1.16 1.44 1.68 1.70 1.61 1.58 1.41 1.13 1.03 0.90 0.85 1.29 
Direct 4.51 5.22 6.36 7.41 8.90 9.96 9.71 9.18 8.72 7.09 5.47 4.25 7.24 
Tilt 0 2.72 3.56 4.97 6.33 7.58 8.25 8.03 7.34 6.23 4.61 3.18 2.47 5.45 
Tilt 19 3.63 4.39 5.67 6.64 7.49 7.93 7.81 7.51 6.98 5.70 4.23 3.37 5.95 
Tilt 34 4.13 4.77 5.89 6.48 6.95 7.18 7.15 7.18 7.13 6.20 4.79 3.89 5.98 
Tilt 49 4.39 4.90 5.78 5.98 6.06 6.08 6.13 6.47 6.88 6.34 5.08 4.18 5.69 
Tilt 90 3.85 3.89 3.99 3.32 2.71 2.40 2.54 3.21 4.35 4.92 4.39 3.76 3.61 
OPT 4.43 4.90 5.89 6.64 7.62 8.26 8.05 7.53 7.14 6.34 5.12 4.25 6.35 
OPT ANG 57.0 48.0 36.0 20.0 7.00 1.00 3.00 14.0 32.0 47.0 56.0 60.0 31.6 
Table (28) 
Account of solar radiation 
Annual Radiation = average daily radiation * number of days 
H=2331.78 [kwh/m2/year] 
idealreal EPRE ∗=  
PR
E
E realideal =  
[ ]MWEideal 333.97375.0
365*2000
==
[ ]21.4174
78.2331*1.0
973333
m
H
EA
solarPV
ideal
PV ==
∗
=
η
We need space for solar panels minimum equal to 4175 [m2]   
By choosing the type of cells available in the Syrian market:  
Price of solar panel with accessories adapters, cables .etc, until link with network about 19,000 SP for the: 
collectors cost =19 000 * 9489 = 180 291,000 SP 
Cost of producing a kilowatt = 180291.000 \ 973 333 l = 185. SP  = 185 \ 64 = 2.89 [ / kw]  
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It costs very high and is non-economic therefore we can only adopt solar energy to improve the amount of 
energy produced, in addition to the need for too many areas which seen on island. 
6. Results and recommendations:
• The methodology of research adopted 7choices to design wind farm by proposed multiple 
locations and specifications divided between the island beach and sea.
•  The results indicate that the small wind turbines are more suited to the speed available on the 
island but due to the fact that the island is a small, and a noted increase in losses by wake effect 
with more turbines also shows that the probability of marine installation for this size of turbine 
isnot cost effective.
•  The study showed that if we use larger wind turbines (and lesser) we get better economic 
results, but that is subject to higher wind speeds.
• Study provides the possibility of expansion in use of offshore wind turbines  owing to the special 
situation of  the island where there is a confined area, population density, notwithstanding the 
noise, as well as the benefits of water depth near the beach, which does not exceed 12 m and a 
solid rock layer which is valid enough to install turbines. 
• The study indicates the possibility of installing onshore turbines in Tartous city, opposite the 
island, due to the convergence of data.
•  The economic study and comparison of three methods for generating electrical energy (thermal 
- wind - solar) shows that the classical method (thermal) is the most economic as of today but the 
worst environmentally friendly, and wind energy comes second, and third is the solar system.
•  The study shows that the price per kilowatt produced from wind power is close to world tags.
•  One can justify on fair grounds the relatively high cost of a kilowatt price produced of a wind 
station in light of  the savings in gas emission (CH4-CO2-CO-H2S -----) in case of classical 
production process, estimated at 0.07% per 1kwh in addition to the Kyoto global 1cent granted 
for every 1kwh clean energy. 
•  This research secures supplies of energy to Arwad Island and further too highlights the 
importance of tourism to the island through the installation and the investment in wind turbines. 
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